SENATE ACTION (SESSION)

Nominations Advise and Consent:

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
  David Katz, of Livingston.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE ATLANTIC CITY CONVENTION CENTER AUTHORITY:
  Jeffrey R. Wilson, Esq., of Atlantic City, to replace Leroy Robinson, resigned.
  Alfred R. Scerni, Jr., Esq., of Galloway Township, to replace Honorable James Whelan, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE CASINO REINVESTMENT DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY:
  Frank Spencer, of Haddonfield, to replace Robert Boyce, Jr.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE DELAWARE RIVER JOINT TOLL BRIDGE COMMISSION:
  David R. Degerolamo, of Phillipsburg.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE ESSEX COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
  Mary Devon O'Brien, of Maplewood, to replace Albert D'Alessio.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE LOCAL FINANCE BOARD:
  Honorable Francis Blee, of Absecon, to replace Honorable John Ewing.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY CIVIL UNION REVIEW COMMISSION:
  Anne Lynne Benson, of Clementon.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY ELECTION LAW ENFORCEMENT COMMISSION:
  Honorable Amos C. Saunders, Esq., of Totowa, to replace Gabriella Morris, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE SOUTH JERSEY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY:
  C. Robert McDevitt, of Atlantic City, to replace Ernest D. Coursey.

TO BE MAJOR GENERAL OF THE NEW JERSEY AIR NATIONAL GUARD:
  Brigadier General Maria Falca-Dodson, of Ewing.

Nominations Received and Referred to SJU:

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE PINELANDS COMMISSION:
  Lawrence J. Niles, Ph.D., of Bordentown.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE AGRICULTURE DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE:
  Stephen Perrine Dey, II, DVM, of Allentown, to replace Gary Mount.
  Torrey Reade, of Salem, to replace John Coombs, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE:
  Andrew Borsiuk, Jr., of Vernon, to replace Milton Eachus.
  Henry D. Dubois, Jr., of Pittsgrove, to replace William Griffin.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION:
  Robert P. Haney, Jr., of Holmdel, to replace Thelma Napoleon-Smith, resigned.
Nominations Reported from Committee:

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY RACING COMMISSION:
Joseph Charles Spicuzzo, of Helmetta, to replace Peter Cofrancesco.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY STATE COUNCIL ON THE ARTS:
Arthur Factor, M.D., of Highland Park, to replace Leonard Fisher.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING COMMISSION:
Nicholas P. Gacos, of Metuchen.

TO BE COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN AND FAMILIES:
Kimberly S. Ricketts, M. ED., of Highland Park, to replace Kevin M. Ryan, resigned.

Bills Introduced:

S2059 Sweeney, S Health club swimming pools-concerns REF SHH
S2060 Haines, P Gypsy moth control comm., loc.-creates REF SEG
S2061 Stack,B/Ruiz,M Resid. lease, cert mun-English & Spanish REF SCU
S2062 Stack,B/Cunningham,S Sr. cit. prop. tax-estab. grace periods REF SCU
S2063 Stack,B Corp. owners/off.-concerns unemp. benf. REF SLA
S2064 Stack,B Traffic control signal monitoring sys. REF STR
S2065 Van Drew,J Mun. traffic reg.-concerns REF STR
S2066 Van Drew,J Assisted living fac.-concern admissions REF SHH
S2067 Baroni,B Pothole repair/research prog.-estab. REF STR
S2068 Sweeney,S Real estate brokers-containing ed. REF SOM
S2069 Bateman,C Land use practices by mun.-concern proh. REF SCU
S2070 Oroho,S Loc. unit insur. fds.-concerns REF SCU
S2071 Vitale,J/Stack,B Epilepsy drugs-concerns substitution REF SHH
S2072 Gill,N Physical therapy-concerns practice REF SCM
S2073 Sarlo,P Predatory Towing Prev. Act.-revises REF STR
S2074 Sarlo,P/Oroho,S Street rods, custom mvs-estab. mv regis. REF STR
S2075 Sarlo,P/Vitale,J+1 Driv. lic. exam-offer in Italian REF STR
S2076 Oroho,S Econ Devel and Regulatory Affairs-estab. REF SEG
S2078 Bateman,C Sch. dist. audit reports-concerns REF SED
S2079 Sweeney,S Emerg. med. technician training-reimb. REF SLP
S2080 Oroho,S Saltwater fishing lic.-concerns REF SEN
S2081 Oroho,S Agriculture and Conservation Dept.-estab REF SEG
SCR109 Haines,P St. tax and rev. incr.-concerns REF SBA
SCR110 Stack,B/Cunningham,S+3 St. borrowing of money-concerns REF SBA
SCR111 Kean,S/Kean,T Tax, new or incr.-2/3 maj. vote in Leg. REF SBA
SCR112 Madden,F/Toole,K+3 Leg. Code of Ethics: 2008-2009-amends REF SSG
SCR113 Bateman,C Land use actions by mun-Leg. define proh REF SED
SCR114 Bateman,C Council on Affordable Housing-regs. REF SCU
SCR115 Oroho,S/Toole,K+1 Bills, tax-3/5 majority vote in Leg. REF SBA
SCR116 Oroho,S St. Comptroller-prov. for elected REF SSG

Motions:

A500 AcaAcaAcs (ACS) Roberts,J/Watson Coleman,B+5 Affordable housing-revises laws To Sa (Bateman)
A500 AcaAcaAcs (ACS) Roberts,J/Watson Coleman,B+5 Affordable housing-revises laws To Table (21-16) (Sweeney)
A2544 Scalera,F/Schaer,G+1 Aquarium proj.-concerns To Sa (Oroho)
A2544 Scalera,F/Schaer,G+1 Aquarium proj.-concerns To Table (21-16) (Sweeney)
A2800 Greenwald,L/Pou,N+1 St. budget FY2008/2009-appropr. fds. To Sa (Kean, T)
A2800 Greenwald,L/Pou,N+1 St. budget FY2008/2009-appropr. fds. To Table (21-16) (Sweeney)
A2873 Acs (ACS) Coutinho,A/Spencer,L+9 Sch. fac. proj.-concerns St. support To Sa (Lance) 
A2873 Acs (ACS) Coutinho,A/Spencer,L+9 Sch. fac. proj.-concerns St. support To Table (20-16) (Sweeney)
S1980 Sca (1R) Smith,B/Vas,J+2 Commerce Comm.-abolish To Sa (Kean, T)
S1980 Sca (1R) Smith,B/Vas,J+2 Commerce Comm.-abolish To Table (23-16) (Sweeney)

Bills Passed:

A500 AcaAcaAcs (ACS) Roberts,J/Watson Coleman,B+5 Affordable housing-revises laws (21-16)
A786 Aca (1R) Conners,J/Conaway,H+1 Cigarettes, cert.-concerns (38-0)
A789 Aca (1R) Conners,J/Cruz-Perez,N+11 Prof lic-delays expiration date, mil svc (38-0)
A839 Chivukula,J/Munoz,E+11 Wheelchair securement-concerns use (39-0)
A1671 Aca (1R) McHose,A/Greenwald,L+6 Classroom placement-concerns (38-0)
A1908 Sca (1R) Scalera,F/Roberts,J+13 Autism, devel disab awareness prog-estab (39-0)
A2011 Acs (ACS) Burzichelli,J+2 Atlantic City Convention Ctr. proj. (39-0)
Bills Passed:  (cont’d)

A2146 AcaAca (2R) Watson Coleman,B+1  Landscape architects-revise reg.  (39-0)
A2147 Aca (1R) Burzichelli,J/Bramnick,J+1 Ticket sales-concerns  (35-3)
A2254 Giblin,T/Evans,E  Robert A. Roe Hwy.-repeal desig.  (36-0)
A2440 Pou,N/Evans,E+2 Alco. bev. lic.-concerns  (37-0)
A2544 Scalera,F/Schaer,G+1 Aquarium proj.-concerns  (29-7)
A2607 Aa (1R) Green,J/Conaway,H+9 Hosp.-conduct annual pub. mtg.  (39-0)
A2777 Aca (1R) Fisher,D/Wisniewski,J+21 Env Infrastructure Trust-make proj loans  (39-0)
A2778 Aca (1R) Pou,N/Burzichelli,J+22 Env.infrastructure proj.-approp. fds.  (39-0)
A2779 McKeon,J/Vainieri Hurtle,V+3 Env. infrastructure proj.-makes changes  (38-0)
A2780 AcaAa (2R) Cohen,N/Schaer,G+4 Resid. mortgages, cert.-concerns  (39-0)
A2800 Green,J/Pou,N+1 St. budget FY2008/2009-approp. fds.  (23-16)
A2803 Acs (ACS) Schaer,G+7 Personnel Dept.-abolish  (39-0)
A2804 Pou,N/Watson Coleman,B+4 Intensive Supervision Prog.-concerns  (22-17)
A2806 Aca (1R) Fisher,D/Wisniewski,J+2 St. parks and forests-concerns  (22-17)
A2807 Quigley,J+1 Transitional energy fac.-concerns  (21-18)
A2809 Aca (1R) Greenwood,L+4 Health Care Stabilization Fd. Act  (23-16)
A2811 Johnson,G/Chivukula,U+1 NJ-NY Clean Ocean/Shore Trust Act-repeal  (39-0)
A2826 AcaAca (2R) Greenwood,L/Malone,J+63 Permit Extension Act of 2008  (30-3)
A2869 Green,J/Chiappone,A+4 Ellis Island Advisory Comm.-estab.  (39-0)
A2873 Acs (ACS) Coutinho,A/Spencer,L+9 Sch. fac. proj.-concerns St. support  (21-18)
A2906 AcaAs (AS) Chivukula,U+2 Cable tv co.-concern cert. transactions  (35-3)
A2965 Aca (1R) Moriarty,P/Wolfe,D+1 Sch. dist accountability statute-concern  (24-11)
ACR179 Barnes,P/Milam,M+3 Env Infrastructure Trust-app FY09 plan  (36-1)
S613 Aca (1R) Vitale,J/Buono,B+1 Flavored cigarettes-proh. sale  (34-4)
S754 Aa (1R) Codey,R/Conaway,H+1 Revised Uniform Anatomical Gift Act  (36-0)
S1165 Scs (SCS) Adler,J/Singer,R+38 Annuity products, cert.-concerns  (39-0)
S1256 Keart,T+1 Homestead prop. tax reimb.-concerns  (39-0)
S1307 ScsAcaAc (3R) Sarlo,P/Vitale,J Mun.-revert to a calendar fiscal yr.  (38-0)
S1339 ScsAcaAa (SCS/2R) Whelan,J/Burzichelli,J+1 Mun. assets, valuable-concerns sales  (38-0)
S1420 ScsScs (SCS/1R) Cardinale,G/Girgenti,J Court fees, cert.-concerns  (25-14)
S1431/1731/1831 Scs (SCS) Turner,S/Allen,D Motor fuel dealers-display prices  (35-0)
S1463 Sca (1R) Whelan,J/Girgenti,J+5 Casinos & racetracks-continued operation  (39-0)
S1553 Sca (SCS) Ciesla,A/Van Drew,J+15 Pub Access, Marina Safety Task Force Act  (38-0)
S1557 ScsScsAca (3R) Vitale,J/Singer,R+10 FamilyCare-expands  (39-0)
S1560 Scs (1R) Turner,S Child support-concerns  (38-0)
S1781 Scs (1R) Connors,C/Girgenti,J Scrap metal dealers-concerns  (38-0)
S1795 ScaAa (2R) Whelan,J/Rice,R+16 Hosp. trustees-req. training  (38-1)
S1833 Sca (1R) Smith,B Greenwood Lake Comm.-concerns fees  (21-17)
S1913 ScaAa (2R) Sarlo,P/Madden,F+2 Judges of workers comp.-concerns power  (39-0)
S1914 ScaAa (2R) Sarlo,P/Cunningham,S+3 Workers comp.insur.-concerns  (39-0)
S1915 Sca (SCS) Sarlo,P/Cunningham,S+2 Workers comp.-concerns proof of coverage  (39-0)
S1916 Sca (1R) Sarlo,P/Pennacchio,J+2 Workers comp.-concerns med. care  (39-0)
S1918 ScaScs (SCS/1R) Sarlo,P/Madden,F+3 Workers comp.-concerns fraud  (39-0)
S1950 Cunningham,S/Turner,S Superior Court judgeships-two addtl.  (36-0)
S1980 Sca (1R) Smith,B/Vas,J+2 Commerce Comm.-abolish  (35-4)
S2044 Sca (1R) Turner,S/Burzichelli,J St. gov’t. emp., cert.-addtl. retir. benf.  (22-16)
S2052 Sca (1R) Lesniak,R/Wisniewski,J+1 Long Term Obligation Cap Expenditure Fd.  (36-0)
S2056 Sca (1R) Sweeney,S/Burzichelli,J Fort Monmouth closure-concerns  (39-0)
SCR39 Lance,L/Lesniak,R+25 Debt Limitation Clause-voter approval  (29-0)
SR57 Sca (1R) Buono,B Dismal Swamp Conserv. Area-preserve  (Voice)
SR68 Sca (1R) Turner,S/Van Drew,J Strategic Petroleum Reserve-release oil  (Voice)
SR74 Kyriillos,J Flood insur.-concerns purch.  (Voice)

Bills Substituted:

A500 AcaAcaAcs (ACS) Roberts,J/Watson Coleman,B+5 Affordable housing-revises laws SUB FOR S1783 (SCS)
A786 Aca (1R) Conners,J/Conaway,H+1 Cigarettes, cert.-concerns SUB FOR S1545 (1R)
A839 Chivukula,U/Munoz,E+11 Wheelchair securement-concerns use SUB FOR S989
A1671 AcaScaSa (3R) McHose,A/Greenwood,L+6 Classroom placement-concerns SUB FOR S1544 (2R)
A1908 Sca (1R) Scalera,F/Roberts,J+13 Autism, devel disab awareness prog-estab SUB FOR S1217 (1R)
A2011 Acs (ACS) Burzichelli,J+2 Atlantic City Convention Ctr. proj. SUB FOR S1393
A2146 AcaAca (2R) Watson Coleman,B+1 Landscape architects-revise reg. SUB FOR S1849 (1R)
A2147 Aca (1R) Burzichelli,J/Bramnick,J+1 Ticket sales-concerns SUB FOR S1547 (1R)
A2440 Pou,N/Evans,E+2 Alco. bev. lic.-concerns SUB FOR S656
A2544 Scalera,F/Schaer,G+1 Aquarium proj.-concerns SUB FOR S1972
A2607 Aa (1R) Green,J/Conaway,H+9 Hosp.-conduct annual pub. mtg. SUB FOR S1794 (1R)
A2715 Roberts,J+1 Peremptory challenges-concerns SUB FOR S1981
A2777 Aca (1R) Fisher,D/Wisniewski,J+21 Env Infrastructure Trust-make proj loans SUB FOR S1825 (1R)
**Bills Substituted: (cont’d)**

A2778 Aca (1R) Pou,N,Burzichelli,J+22 Env.infrastructure proj.-approp. fds. SUB FOR S1824 (1R)
A2779 McKean,J/Vaiinieri Hittle,V+3 Env. infrastructure proj.-makes changes SUB FOR S1823
A2780 AcaAs (2R) Cohen,N/Schaer,G+4 Resid. mortgages, cert.-concerns SUB FOR S1853 (2R)
A2800 Greenwald,L/Pou,N+1 St. budget FY2008/2009-approp. fds. SUB FOR S2009
A2803 Acs (ACS) Schaer,G+7 Personnel Dept.-abolish SUB FOR S1979 (ACS)
A2804 Pou,N/Watson Coleman,B+4 Intensive Supervision Prog.-concerns SUB FOR S1946
A2806 Aca (1R) Fisher,D/Wisniewski,J+2 St. parks and forests-concerns SUB FOR S2043 (1R)
A2807 Quiqley,J+1 Transitional energy fac.-concerns SUB FOR S2045
A2809 Aca (1R) Greenwald,L+4 Health Care Stabilization Fd. Act SUB FOR S1978 (1R)
A2811 Johnson,G/Chivukula,U+1 NJ-NY Clean Ocean/Shore Trust Act-repeal SUB FOR S2048 (SCS)
A2867 Acs (ACS) Greenwald,L/Malone,J+63 Permit Extension Act of 2008 SUB FOR S1919 (2R)
A2869 Greenwald,L/Chiappone,A+4 Ellis Island Advisory Comm.-estab. SUB FOR S1695
A2873 Acs (ACS) Coutinho,A/Spencer,L+9 Sch. fac. proj.-concerns St. support SUB FOR S1457 (SCS)
A2906 AcaAs (AS) Chivukula,U+2 Cable tv co.-concern cert. transactions SUB FOR S1886 (1R)
A2950 Aca (1R) Moriarty,P/Wolfe,D+1 Sch. dist accountability statute-concern SUB FOR S1911 (2R)
ACR179 Barnes,P/Milam,M+3 Env Infrastructure Trust-app FY09 plan SUB FOR SCR103
S656 Sarlo,P Alco. bev. lic.-concerns SUB BY A2440
S989 Madden,F/Kean,T+1 Wheelchair sec. concerns use SUB BY A839
S1217 Sca (1R) Weinberg,L Gordon,R+2 Autism awareness prog.-estab. SUB BY A1908 (1R)
S1393 Sarlo,P/Whelan,J Atlantic City Convention Ctr.-transfer SUB BY A2011 (ACS)
S1457 Scs (SCS) Rice,R/Turner,S+4 Sch. fac. proj.-concerns St. support SUB BY A2873 (ACS)
S1544 ScaSa (2R) Kean,T/Oroho,S+1 Classroom placement-concerns SUB BY A1671 (3R)
S1545 Sca (1R) Vitale,J Cigarettes, cert.-concerns SUB BY A786 (1R)
S1547 Sca (1R) Sarlo,P Ticket sales-concerns SUB BY A2147 (1R)
S1685 Cunningham,S Ellis Island Advisory Comm.-estab. SUB BY A2869
S1783 ScsScs (SCS) Lesniak,R/Redd,D Affordable housing-revises laws SUB BY A500 (ACS)
S1794 Sca (1R) Redd,D/Allen,D+1 Hosp.-conduct annual pub. mtg. SUB BY A2607 (1R)
S1823 Gordon,R/Scutari,N Env. infrastructure proj.-makes changes SUB BY A2779
S1824 Sca (1R) Van Drew,J/Scutari,N+1 Env. infrastructure proj.-approp. fds. SUB BY A2778 (1R)
S1825 Sca (1R) Adler,J/Kean,T Env Infrastructure Trust-make proj loans SUB BY A2777 (1R)
S1849 Sca (1R) Gordon,R Landscape architects-revise reg. SUB BY A2146 (2R)
S1853 ScaSa (2R) Gill,N+1 Resid. mortgages, cert.-concerns SUB BY A2780 (2R)
S1886 Sca (1R) Lesniak,R/Sweeney,S Cable tv co.-concern cert. transactions SUB BY A2906 (AS)
S1911 ScaSa (2R) Turner,S Sch. dist accountability statute-concern SUB BY A2965 (1R)
S1919 ScaScs (SCS) Sarlo,P/Van Drew,J+18 Permit Extension Act of 2008 SUB BY A2867 (2R)
S1946 Turner,S+2 Intensive Supervision Prog.-concerns SUB BY A2804
S1972 Gordon,R Aquarium proj.-concerns SUB BY A2544
S1978 Sca (1R) Vitale,J+2 Health Care Stabilization Fd. Act SUB BY A2809 (1R)
S1979 Scs (SCS) Sweeney,S/O'Toole,K+1 Personnel Dept.-abolish SUB BY A2803 (ACS)
S1981 Adler,J Peremptory challenges-concerns SUB BY A2715
S2009 Buono,B St. budget FY2008/2009-approp. fds. SUB BY A2800
S2043 Sca (1R) Gordon,R+1 Shore Recreation Resource Prot. Fd. SUB BY A2806 (1R)
S2045 Lesniak,R Transitional energy fac.-concerns SUB BY A2807
S2048 Scs (SCS) Smith,B NJ-NY Clean Ocean, Shore Trust-repeal SUB BY A2811
SCR103 Van Drew,J/Kean,T Env Infrastructure Trust-app FY09 plan SUB BY ACR179

**Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:**

S1911 ScaSa (2R) Turner,S Sch. dist accountability statute-concern (25-10) (Turner)

**Bills Received from Assembly/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:**

A786 Aca (1R) Conners,J/Conaway,H+1 Cigarettes, cert.-concerns
A2440 Pou,N/Evans,E+2 Alco. bev. lic.-concerns
A2780 AcaAs (2R) Cohen,N/Schaer,G+4 Resid. mortgages, cert.-concerns
A2800 Greenwald,L/Pou,N+1 St. budget FY2008/2009-approp. fds.
A2803 Acs (ACS) Schaer,G+7 Personnel Dept.-abolish
A2804 Pou,N/Watson Coleman,B+4 Intensive Supervision Prog.-concerns
A2806 Aca (1R) Fisher,D/Wisniewski,J+2 St. parks and forests-concerns
A2807 Quiqley,J+1 Transitional energy fac.-concerns
A2809 Aca (1R) Greenwald,L+4 Health Care Stabilization Fd. Act
A2811 Johnson,G/Chivukula,U+1 NJ-NY Clean Ocean/Shore Trust Act-repeal
A2867 AcaAs (2R) Greenwald,L/Malone,J+63 Permit Extension Act of 2008
A2869 Greenwald,L/Chiappone,A+4 Ellis Island Advisory Comm.-estab.
A2873 Acs (ACS) Coutinho,A/Spencer,L+9 Sch. fac. proj.-concerns St. support
A2906 AcaAs (AS) Chivukula,U+2 Cable tv co.-concern cert. transactions
ACR179 Barnes,P/Milam,M+3 Env Infrastructure Trust-app FY09 plan
Bills Received from Assembly/Concurrence w/Assembly Amendments/Given Second Reading:

A789 AcaScaAa (3R) Conners,J/Cruz-Perez,N+11 Prof lic-delays expiration date, mil svc
S613 Aca (1R) Vitale,J/Buono,B+1 Flavored cigarettes-proh. sale
S754 Aa (1R) Codey,R/Conaway,H+1 Revised Uniform Anatomical Gift Act
S1307 ScaAcaAa (3R) Sarlo,P/Vitale,J Mun.-revert to a calendar fiscal yr.
S1795 ScaAa (2R) Whelan,J/Rice,P+4 Hosp. trustees-reg. training
S1913 ScaAa (2R) Sarlo,P/Madden,F+2 Judges of workers comp.-concerns power
S1914 ScaAa (2R) Sarlo,P/Cunningham,S+3 Workers comp insur.-concerns

Co-Sponsors Added:

S1153 Sca (1R) Nakajima,S  Annuity products, cert.-concerns
S1215 (Beck,J) Sch. dist. emp., cert.-comp., leave benf
S1216 Sca (1R) Sarlo,P Autism awareness prog.-estab.
S1382 (Kean,S) Teacher cert applications-reg & deadline
S1392 (Sarlo,P) PFRS-concerns accidental death benf.
S1422 (Buckley,N; Kean,S) Tox-free Children's Products Act
S1438 (Sarlo,P) Constr. code official tech. asst-concern
S1463 Sca (1R) Beck,J; Sarlo,P Casinos & racetracks-continued operation
S1491 (Baroni,B) Nonpub. sch. transp.-concerns
S1553 Sca (1R) Sarlo,P; Whelan,J Pub Access, Marina Safety Task Force Act
S1555 (Gordon,R) G.I. Bill-prov. higher ed. benf. to vets
S1577 ScaScaSca (3R) (Ruiz,M; Sarlo,P) FamilyCare-expands
S1824 Sca (1R) (Girgenti,J) Env.infrastructure proj.-appropr. fds.
S1915 Sca (1R) Sarlo,P (Ruiz,M) Workers comp.-concerns proof of coverage
S1916 Sca (1R) Sarlo,P (Ruiz,M) Workers comp.-concerns med. care
S1918 ScaSca (1R) Sarlo,P (Ruiz,M) Workers comp.-concerns fraud
S1919 ScaSca (2R) (Baroni,B; Whelan,J) Permit Extension Act of 2008
S1946 (Ruiz,M) Intensive Supervision Prog.-concerns
S1971 Sca (1R) Sarlo,P; O'Toole,K; Ruesch,J Healthcare Stabilization Fd. Act
S1979 Sca (SCS) (Sarlo,P) Personnel Dept.-abolish
S2075 (Buckley,N) Lic. exam-offer in Italian
SCR110 (Redd,D; Rice,P; Ruiz,T) St. borrowing of money-concerns
SCR112 (Kean,T; Weinberg,L; Baroni,B) Leg. Code of Ethics, 2008-2009-amends
SCR113 (Buckley,N) Bills, tax-3/5 majority vote in Leg.

Co-Prime Sponsors Added:

S1334 (Kyrillos,J) MV Owners' Right to Repair Act
S1446 (Allen,D) Cold War ribbon,$5K
S1598 (Bateman,C) Electric pub. util. easements-concerns
S1798 (Sarlo,P) Med. diagnostic x-ray equip.-concerns
S1853 ScaSca (2R) (Ruiz,M) Resid. mortgages, cert.-concerns
S1946 (Cunningham,S) Intensive Supervision Prog.-concerns
S1971 (Rice,R) Owners rights, cert communities-concerns
S1979 Sca (SCS) (O'Toole,K) Personnel Dept.-abolish
S1980 Sca (1R) (O'Toole,K) Commerce Comm.-abolish

Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

A500 AcaAcaAcs (ACS) (Lesniak,R; Redd,D) Affordable housing-revises laws
A786 Aca (1R) (Vitale,J) Cigarettes, cert.-concerns
A839 (Madden,F; Kean,T; Sarlo,P) Wheelchair securement-concerns use
A1671 AcaScaSa (3R) (Kean,T; Oroho,S; Beck,J) Classroom placement-concerns
A1908 Sca (1R) (Weinberg,L; Gordon,R; Kean,T; Sarlo,P) Autism, devel disab awareness prog-estab
A2011 Acs (ACS) (Sarlo,P; Whelan,J) Atlantic City Convention Ctr. proj.
A2146 Aca (1R) (Weinberg,L; Gordon,R) Landscape architects-revise reg.
A2147 Aca (1R) (Sarlo,P) Ticket sales-concerns
A2440 (Sarlo,P) Alco. bev. lic.-concerns
A2544 (Gordon,R) Aquarium proj.-concerns
Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted: (cont’d)

A2607 Ann J (1R) (Redd D; Allen D; Vitale J) Hosp.-conduit annual pub. mtg.
A2715 (Adler J) Peremptory challenges-concerns
A2777 Aca (1R) (Adler J; Kean T) Env Infrastructure Trust-make proj loans
A2778 Aca (1R) (Van Drew J; Scutari N; Girgenti J) Env.infrastructure proj.-appropr. fds.
A2779 (Gordon R; Scutari N) Env. infrastructure proj.-makes changes
A2780 AcaAa (2R) (Gill N; Ruiz M) Resid. mortgages, cert.-concerns
A2800 (Buono B) St. budget FY2008/2009-approp. fds.
A2803 Acs (ACS) (Sweeney S; O’Toole K; Sarlo P) Personnel Dept.-abolish
A2804 (Turner S; Cunningham S; Ruiz M) Intensive Supervision Prog.-concerns
A2806 Aca (1R) (Gordon R; Smith B) St. parks and forests-concerns
A2807 (Lesiak R) Transitional energy fac.-concerns
A2809 Aca (1R) (Vitale J; Cunningham S; Ruiz M) Health Care Stabilization Fd. Act
A2811 (Smith B) NJ-NY Clean Ocean/Shore Trust Act-repeal
A2873 Acs (ACS) (Rice R; Turner S; Cunningham S; Ruiz M; Girgenti J; Redd D) Sch. fac. proj.-concerns St. support
A3060 Angelini M Alco. bev. ads-proh w/in 300 ft from sch REF ALP
A3061 McHose A/Karrow M St. Bd. of Ed.-concerns contract REF AED
A3062 McKeon J Wind, solar tech fac-zoning use variance REF ATU
A3063 Wisniewski J/Cohen N MV penal. points-concerns REF ATR
A3064 Wisniewski J Traffic control signal monitoring sys. REF ATR
A3065 Wisniewski J Constr. aggregate materials-concerns REF ATR
A3066 Conaway H/Greenstein L Assisted living fac.-concern admissions REF AHE
A3067 Chiappone A/Wisniewski J Graduated Driv. Lic. Law-enhance penal. REF ATR
A3068 Wisniewski J/Lampitt P Special learner's, exam permits-concerns REF ATR
A3069 Chiappone A/Doherty M Special learner's permits-concerns REF ATR
A3070 Lampitt P/Wisniewski J Driv. permits and lic.-concerns REF ATR
A3071 Wisniewski J/Banking Devel. Dist. Act REF AFI
ARR145 Karrow M Ed. Commissioner-urge resignation REF AED

The Senate President has made the following appointments:

*Effective June 23, 2008

The Amistad Commission:

Julane W. Miller-Armbrister, of Plainfield.

Advisory Council on Adolescent Pregnancy:

Robin A. Smith, of Trenton.

The Senate adjourned at 10:15 P.M. to meet again at a date and time to be announced.

ASSEMBLY ACTION (SESSION)

Bills Introduced:

A3060 Angelini M Alco. bev. ads-proh w/in 300 ft from sch REF ALP
A3061 McHose A/Karrow M St. Bd. of Ed.-concerns contract REF AED
A3062 McKeon J Wind, solar tech fac-zoning use variance REF ATU
A3063 Wisniewski J/Cohen N MV penal. points-concerns REF ATR
A3064 Wisniewski J/Traffic control signal monitoring sys. REF ATR
A3065 Wisniewski J Constr. aggregate materials-concerns REF ATR
A3066 Conaway H/Greenstein L Assisted living fac.-concern admissions REF AHE
A3067 Chiappone A/Wisniewski J Graduated Driv. Lic. Law-enhance penal. REF ATR
A3068 Wisniewski J/Lampitt P Special learner's, exam permits-concerns REF ATR
A3069 Chiappone A/Doherty M Special learner's permits-concerns REF ATR
A3070 Lampitt P/Wisniewski J Driv. permits and lic.-concerns REF ATR
A3071 Wisniewski J/Banking Devel. Dist. Act REF AFI
ARR145 Karrow M Ed. Commissioner-urge resignation REF AED

Motions:

A2604 Greenwald L/Moriarty P Open space trust fds.-expands elig. use To RCM to AEN (Malone)
A2604 Greenwald L/Moriarty P Open space trust fds.-expands elig. use To Table (Watson Coleman) (48-29-0)
A2604 Greenwald L/Moriarty P Open space trust fds.-expands elig. use To Aa (Rudder)
A2604 Greenwald L/Moriarty P Open space trust fds.-expands elig. use To Table (Watson Coleman) (48-29-0)
A2800 Greenwald L/Pou N+1 St. budget FY2008/2009-approp. fds. To Aa (Malone)
A2800 Greenwald L/Pou N+1 St. budget FY2008/2009-approp. fds. To Table (Watson Coleman) (47-29-0)
A2809 Aca (1R) Greenwald L+4 Health Care Stabilization Fd. Act To Aa (Malone)
A2809 Aca (1R) Greenwald L+4 Health Care Stabilization Fd. Act To Table (Watson Coleman) (48-31-0)
A2873 Acs (ACS) Coutinho A/Spencer L+9 Sch. fac. proj.-concerns St. support To Aa (Chiusano)

The Senate President has made the following appointments:

*Effective June 23, 2008

The Amistad Commission:

Julane W. Miller-Armbrister, of Plainfield.

Advisory Council on Adolescent Pregnancy:

Robin A. Smith, of Trenton.

The Senate adjourned at 10:15 P.M. to meet again at a date and time to be announced.

ASSEMBLY ACTION (SESSION)

Bills Introduced:

A3060 Angelini M Alco. bev. ads-proh w/in 300 ft from sch REF ALP
A3061 McHose A/Karrow M St. Bd. of Ed.-concerns contract REF AED
A3062 McKeon J Wind, solar tech fac-zoning use variance REF ATU
A3063 Wisniewski J/Cohen N MV penal. points-concerns REF ATR
A3064 Wisniewski J Traffic control signal monitoring sys. REF ATR
A3065 Wisniewski J Constr. aggregate materials-concerns REF ATR
A3066 Conaway H/Greenstein L Assisted living fac.-concern admissions REF AHE
A3067 Chiappone A/Wisniewski J Graduated Driv. Lic. Law-enhance penal. REF ATR
A3068 Wisniewski J/Lampitt P Special learner's, exam permits-concerns REF ATR
A3069 Chiappone A/Doherty M Special learner's permits-concerns REF ATR
A3070 Lampitt P/Wisniewski J Driv. permits and lic.-concerns REF ATR
A3071 Wisniewski J/Banking Devel. Dist. Act REF AFI
ARR145 Karrow M Ed. Commissioner-urge resignation REF AED

Motions:

A2604 Greenwald L/Moriarty P Open space trust fds.-expands elig. use To RCM to AEN (Malone)
A2604 Greenwald L/Moriarty P Open space trust fds.-expands elig. use To Table (Watson Coleman) (48-29-0)
A2604 Greenwald L/Moriarty P Open space trust fds.-expands elig. use To Aa (Rudder)
A2604 Greenwald L/Moriarty P Open space trust fds.-expands elig. use To Table (Watson Coleman) (48-29-0)
A2800 Greenwald L/Pou N+1 St. budget FY2008/2009-approp. fds. To Aa (Malone)
A2800 Greenwald L/Pou N+1 St. budget FY2008/2009-approp. fds. To Table (Watson Coleman) (47-29-0)
A2809 Aca (1R) Greenwald L+4 Health Care Stabilization Fd. Act To Aa (Malone)
A2809 Aca (1R) Greenwald L+4 Health Care Stabilization Fd. Act To Table (Watson Coleman) (48-31-0)
A2873 Acs (ACS) Coutinho A/Spencer L+9 Sch. fac. proj.-concerns St. support To Aa (Chiusano)
Bills Passed:

A45 Sca (1R) Cryan,J/Rumana,S+2 Sch. laws-concerns disputes (65-14-0)  
A339 Aca (1R) Quigley,J/Vas,J+7 Handgun sales-concerns (47-28-4)  
A351 Aca (1R) Diegnan,P/Barnes,P+5 Elections, nonpartisan mun.-concerns (68-11-0)  
A634 AcaAa (2R) Lampit,P+3 Higher ed.-devel. comp. disaster plan (79-0-0)  
A770 Conners,J/Scalera,F+30 PFRS-concerns accidental death benf. (79-0-0)  
A786 Aca (1R) Conners,J/Conaway,H+1 Cigarettes, cert.-concerns (77-2-0)  
A789 AcaScaAa (3R) Conners,J/Cruz-Perez,N+11 Prof lic-delays expiration date, mil svc (80-0-0)  
A844 AcaSa (2R) Chivukula,U/Rooney,J+5 Energy, renewable-concern cert. contract (79-0-0)  
A1255 Aca (1R) Moriarty,P/Cruz-Perez,N+18 Text messaging, unsolicited ads-proh. (78-0-1)  
A1479 Aa (1R) Burzichelli,J/Greenwald,L+10 Pub. contracts-concerns (59-20-0)  
A1625 McKeon,J/Chivukula,U+4 Auto. rain sensor devices-concerns (51-26-1)  
A1671 AcaScaSa (3R) McHose,A/Greenwald,L+6 Sch. education-concerns (78-1-0)  
A1683 Aca (ACS) Conaway,H/Greenstein,L Long-term care insur partnership-concern (79-0-0)  
A1908 Sca (1R) Scalera,F/Roberts,J+13 Autism, develop. disab awareness prog-estab. (77-2-0)  
A2123 Aa (1R) Cohen,N/Johnson,G Physical therapy svcs. access-concerns (54-18-7)  
A2146 Aca (2R) Watson Coleman,B+1 Landscape architects-revise reg. (74-5-0)  
A2204 AcaSaSa (3R) Quigley,J/Conners,J+15 Overseas absentee ballots-concerns (79-0-0)  
A2232 Aca (1R) Cryan,J/Coutinho,A Hall of Fame project-concerns (67-11-1)  
A2428 Aca (1R) Pou,N/Evans,E Health Enterprise Zone law-amends (64-14-0)  
A2440 Pou,N/Evans,E+2 Alco. bev. lic.-concerns (74-4-1)  
A2507 AcaSaAa (2R) Chivukula,U+3 BPU-auth. cert. of cert. revenue (79-0-0)  
A2604 Greenwald,L/Moriarty,P Open space trust fds.-expands elig. use (48-31-0)  
A2762 Aca (1R) Watson Coleman,B/Johnson,G CDS near sch. prop.-concerns (49-27-3)  
A2780 AcaAa (2R) Cohen,N/Schaer,G+4 Resid. mortgages, cert.-concerns (73-5-1)  
A2800 Greenwald,L/Pou,N+1 St. budget FY2008/2009-approp. fds. (45-34-0)  
A2803 Acs (ACS) Schaer,G+7 Personnel Dept.-abolish (79-0-0)  
A2804 Pou,N/Watson Coleman,B+4 Intensive Supervision Prog.-concerns (59-19-1)  
A2806 Aca (1R) Fisher,D/Wisniewski,J+2 St. parks and forests-concerns (48-31-0)  
A2807 Quigley,J+1 Transitional energy fac.-concerns (48-31-0)  
A2809 Aca (1R) Greenwald,L+4 Health Care Stabilization Fd Act. (49-29-1)  
A2811 Johnson,G/Chivukula,U+1 NJ-NY Clean Ocean/Shore Trust Act-repeal (79-0-0)  
A2867 AcaAca (2R) Greenwald,L/Malone,J+63 Permit Extension Act of 2008 (70-9-0)  
A2869 Greenwald,L/Chiappone,A+4 Ellis Island Advisory Comm.-estab. (77-2-0)  
A2870 AcaAa (2R) Burzichelli,J/Dancer,R Off-track wagering-concerns (75-1-3)  
A2873 Acs (ACS) Coutinho,A/Spencer,L+9 Sch. fac. proj.-concerns St. support (42-36-0)  
A2906 AcaAs (AS) Chivukula,U+2 Cable tv co.-concern cert. transactions (74-4-1)  
A2911 Cryan,J/Diegnan,P+5 Coll. Student, Parent Consumer Info. Act (79-0-0)  
A2924 Cruz-Perez,N/Conaway,H+18 Disab. vet.-receive civil svc preference (79-0-0)  
ACR179 Barnes,P/Valim,M+3 Env Infrastructure Trust-app FY09 plan (80-0-0)  
AR124 Webber,J/Munoz,E+2 Hydrocephalus Awareness Mo.-Sept. 2008 (79-0-0)  
AR135 Conners,J/Cruz-Perez,N+8 NJ Natl. Guard-supports (79-0-0)  
S88 Conners,C/Rumpf,B Age-restricted community-concerns (79-0-0)  
S98 Weinberg,L/Vilatte,J+6 Adolescent Pregnancy Advis Council-appts (62-16-0)  
S103 Weinberg,L/Scatari,N+6 Loc. govt. off.-req finan disclosure stmt. (79-0-0)  
S521 Sca (1R) Sacco,N/Madden,F MV sales, off-site-concerns (76-2-0)  
S613 AcaSaAa (3R) Vitale,J/Buono,B+1 Flavored cigarettes-proh. sale (68-9-1)  
S632 Aca (1R) Van Driel,J/Madden,F+1 Police Unity Tour Mem. Hwy.-desig. Rt. 9 (79-0-0)  
S754 Aa (1R) Codey,R/Conaway,H+1 Revised Uniform Anatomical Gift Act (71-8-0)  
S983 Girgenti,J/Buono,B+3 Firemen's relief assn., loc.-concerns (79-0-0)  
S1165 Aca (1R) Sacco,N/Maddison,D+3 Annuity products, cert.-concerns (79-0-0)  
S1307 AcaScaAca (3R) Sarlo,P/Vilatte,J Mun.-revet to a calendar fiscal yr. (80-0-0)  
S1430 Cardinale,G/Weinberg,L Court of Palisades Interst. Park (79-0-0)  
S1463 Aca (1R) Whelan,J/Greenstein,L+7 Casinos & racetracks-continued operation (78-1-0)  
S1589 Aca (1R) Lance,L/Bucco,A+2 UD Park Police-concerns powers (80-0-0)  
S1553 Acs (SCS) Ciesla,A/Van Driel,J+15 Pub Access, Marina Safety Task Force Act (79-0-0)  
S1557 AcaAcaSca (3R) Vitale,J/Singer,R+10 FamilyCare-expands (59-18-2)  
S1795 AcaSa (2R) Whelan,J/Rice,R+4 Hosp. trustees-ref. training (75-4-0)  
S1913 AcaAa (2R) Sarlo,P/Madden,F+2 Judges of workers comp.-concerns power (75-4-0)  
S1914 AcaSa (2R) Sarlo,P/Cunningham,S+3 Workers comp.insur.-concerns (74-4-1)  
S1915 Acs (SCS) Sarlo,P/Cunningham,S+2 Workers comp.-concerns proof of coverage (77-2-0)
Bills Passed: (cont’d)

S1916 Sca (1R) Sarlo,P/Pennacchio,J+2 Workers comp.-concerns med. care SUB BY S1043
S1917 Scs (SCS) Sarlo,P/Kean,S+1 Comp. Rating, Inspection Bureau-memb. SUB FOR A2601 (1R)
S1918 SacsSca (SCS/1R) Sarlo,P/Madden,F+3 Workers comp.-concerns fraud SUB FOR A2969 (ACS)
S1950 Cunningham,S/Turner,S Superior Court judgeships-two addtl. SUB FOR A2970 (ACS/1R)
S1980 Sca (1R) Smith,B/Vas,J+2 Commerce Comm.-abolish SUB FOR A2808 (1R)
S2044 Sca (1R) Turner,S/Burzichelli,J St. gov't. emp., cert.-addl. retir. benf. SUB FOR A2802 (1R)
S2056 Sca (1R) Sweeney,S/Burzichelli,J Fort Monmouth closure-concerns SUB FOR A2805 (1R)
SCR39 Lance,L/Lesniak,R+25 Debt Limitation Clause-voter approval SUB FOR ACR151 (ACS)

Bills Substituted:

A115 Vainieri Huttle,V+1 Adolescent Pregnancy Advis Council-appts SUB BY S98
A198 Johnson,G/Vainieri Huttle,V+3 Loc. gov't. off-req finan disclosure stmt SUB BY S1043
A210 AcaAa (2R) Johnson,G/Bramnick,J+2 US Park Police-concerns powers SUB BY S1493 (1R)
A305 Aca (1R) Rumpf,B/Van Pel,T Age-restricted community-concerns SUB BY S88
A1614 Aca (1R) McKeon,J/Vainieri Huttle,V Flavored tobacco products-proh. sale SUB BY S613 (1R)
A1949 Van Drew,L/Johnson,G Court of Palisades Interst. Park SUB BY S1430
A2206 Aa (1R) Conaway,H Revised Uniform Anatomical Gift Act SUB BY S754 (1R)
A2252 Acs (ACS) Greenstein,L/Cohen,N+28 Annuity products, cert.-concerns SUB BY S1165 (SCS)
A2329 Aca (1R) Milam,M/Albano,N Police Unity Tour Mem. Hwy.-desig. Rt. 9 SUB BY S632 (1R)
A2410 Aa (1R) Burzichelli,J/Dancer,R+3 Casinos & racetracks-continued operation SUB BY S1463 (1R)
S2044 Sca (1R) Turner,S/Burzichelli,J St. govt. emp., cert.-addl. retir. benf. (48-31-0)

Bills Passed: (cont’d)

A2606 AcaAa (2R) Wagner,C/Conaway,H+3 Hosp. trustees req. training SUB BY S1795 (2R)
A2624 Aca (1R) Cohen,N/Greenwald,L+3 FamilyCare-expands SUB BY S1557 (3R)
A2802 Aca (1R) Burzichelli,J St. gov't. emp., cert.-addl. retir. benf. SUB BY S2044 (1R)
A2805 Watson Coleman,B/Pou,N Superior Court judgeships-two addtl. SUB BY S1950
A2808 Aca (1R) Vas,J+1 Commerce Comm.-abolish SUB BY S1980 (1R)
A2810 Aca (1R) Wisniewski,S/Greenwald,L+1 Long Term Obligation Cap Expenditure Fd. SUB BY S2052 (1R)
A2966 Aca (1R) Cohen,N/Egan,J+2 Judges of workers comp.-concerns power SUB BY S1913 (2R)
A2967 Aca (1R) Egan,J/Cohen,N+3 Workers comp insur.-concerns SUB BY S1914 (2R)
A2968 Aca (1R) Egan,J/Cohen,N+1 Workers comp.-concerns med. care SUB BY S1916 (1R)
A2969 Acs (ACS) Cohen,N/Egan,J+1 Comp. Rating, Inspection Bureau-memb. SUB BY S1917 (SCS)
A2970 AcaAa (1R) Egan,J/Cohen,N+2 Workers comp.-concerns fraud SUB BY S1918 (SCS/1R)
A3058 Burzichelli,J/Johnson,G Fort Monmouth closure-concerns SUB BY S2056 (1R)
A3059 Cohen,N/Egan,J+1 Workers comp.-concerns proof of coverage SUB BY S1915 (SCS)
ACR151 Acs (ACS) Watson Coleman,B/Albano,N+6 St. independent auth. bonds-concerns SUB BY S98
S88 Connors,C/Rumpf,B Age-restricted community-concerns SUB FOR A305 (1R)
S98 Weinberg,L/Vitale,J+6 Adolescent Pregnancy Advis Council-appts SUB FOR A115
S103 Weinberg,L/Scutari,N+6 Loc. gov't. off-req finan disclosure stmt SUB FOR A198
S613 Aca (1R) Vitale,J/Buono,B+1 Flavored cigarettes-proh. sale SUB BY A1614 (1R)
S632 Aca (1R) Van Drew,J/Madden,F+1 Police Unity Tour Mem. Hwy.-desig. Rt. 9 SUB FOR A2329 (1R)
S754 Aa (1R) Codey,R/Conaway,H+1 Revised Uniform Anatomical Gift Act SUB FOR A2206 (1R)
S983 Girgenti,L/Buoco,A+3 Firemen's relief assn., loc.-concerns SUB FOR A2441
S1165 Scs (SCS) Adler,J/Singer,R+38 Annuity products, cert.-concerns SUB FOR A2252 (ACS)
S1307 ScaAcaAca (3R) Sarlo,P/Vitale,J Mun.-revert to a calendar fiscal yr. SUB FOR A2542/1040 (ACS/1R)
S1430 Cardinale,G/Weinberg,L Court of Palisades Interst. Park SUB FOR A1949
S1463 Sca (1R) Whelan,J/Greenwald,L+5 Casinos & racetracks-continued operation SUB FOR A2410 (1R)
S1493 Sca (1R) Lance,L/Bucco,A+2 US Park Police-concerns powers SUB FOR A210 (2R)
S1575 AcaScs (3R) Sarlo,P/Vitale,J/Singer,R+10 FamilyCare-expands SUB FOR A2624 (1R)
S1795 ScaAs (2R) Whelan,J/Rice,R+4 Hosp. trustees req. training SUB FOR A2606 (2R)
S1913 ScaAa (2R) Sarlo,P/Madden,F+2 Judges of workers comp.-concerns power SUB FOR A2966 (1R)
S1914 ScaAa (2R) Sarlo,P/Cunningham,S+3 Workers comp insur.-concerns SUB FOR A2967 (1R)
S1915 Scs (SCS) Sarlo,P/Cunningham,S+2 Workers comp.-concerns proof of coverage SUB FOR A3059
S1916 Sca (1R) Sarlo,P/Pennacchio,J+2 Workers comp.-concerns med. care SUB FOR A2968 (1R)
S1917 Scs (SCS) Sarlo,P/Kean,S+1 Comp. Rating, Inspection Bureau-memb. SUB FOR A2969 (ACS)
S1918 SacsSca (SCS/1R) Sarlo,P/Madden,F+3 Workers comp.-concerns fraud SUB FOR A2970 (ACS/1R)
S1950 Cunningham,S/Turner,S Superior Court judgeships-two addtl. SUB FOR A2805 (1R)
S1980 Sca (1R) Smith,B/Vas,J+2 Commerce Comm.-abolish SUB FOR A2808 (1R)
S2044 Sca (1R) Turner,S/Burzichelli,J St. gov't. emp., cert.-addl. retir. benf. SUB FOR A2802 (1R)
S2052 Sca (1R) Lesniak,R/Wisniewski,J+1 Long Term Obligation Cap Expenditure Fd. SUB FOR A2810 (1R)
S2056 Sca (1R) Sweeney,S/Burzichelli,J Fort Monmouth closure-concerns SUB FOR A3058
SCR39 Lance,L/Lesniak,R+25 Debt Limitation Clause-voter approval SUB FOR ACR151 (ACS)

Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:
A210 AcaAa (2R) Johnson,G/Bramnick,J+2 US Park Police-concerns powers (Johnson)
A2447 AcaAa (2R) Webber,J/Quigley,J+1 Camp. contrib., cert.-proh. (Webber)
A2973 AcaAa (2R) Lampitt,P/Greenwald,L+1 St psych hosp-concern training for staff (Lampitt)
S1913 ScaAa (2R) Sarlo,P/Madden,F+2 Judges of workers comp.-concerns power (Cohen)
S1914 ScaAa (2R) Sarlo,P/Cunningham,S+3 Workers comp insur.-concerns (Egan)

Bills Received from Senate/Concurrence w/Senate Amendments/Given Second Reading:
A1671 AcaScaSa (3R) McHose,A/Greenwald,L+6 Classroom placement-concerns
A1908 Sca (1R) Scalera,F/Roberts,J+13 Autism, devel disab awareness prog-estab
A2146 AcaSca (2R) Watson Coleman,B+1 Landscape architects-revise reg.

Bills Received from Senate/Referred to Committee:
S1256 Kean,T+1 Homestead prop. tax reimb.-concerns REF AHO
S1420 ScsScaScsA (SCS/1R) Cardinale,G/Girgenti,J Court fees, cert.-concerns REF AJU
S1431/1731/1831 ScsA (SCS) Turner,S/Allen,D Motor fuel dealers-display prices REF ACO
S1560 Sca (1R) Turner,S Child support-concerns REF AAP
S1781 ScaAa (2R) Connors,C/Girgenti,J Scrap metal dealers-concerns REF ACO
S1833 Sca (1R) Smith,B Greenwood Lake Comm.-concerns fees REF ABU

Bills Received from Senate/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:
S1165 Scs (SCS) Adler,J/Singer,R+38 Annuity products, cert.-concerns
S1463 Sca (1R) Whelan,J/Girgenti,J+5 Casinos & racetracks-continued operation
S1553 Scs (SCS) Ciesla,A/Van Drew,J+15 Pub Access, Marine Safety Task Force Act
S1557 ScaScaScs (3R) Vitale,J/Singer,R+10 FamilyCare-expands
S1915 Sca (SCS) Sarlo,P/Cunningham,S+2 Workers comp.-concerns proof of coverage
S1916 Sca (1R) Sarlo,P/Pennacchio,J+2 Workers comp.-concerns med. care
S1918 ScsScaScsA (SCS/1R) Sarlo,P/Madden,F+3 Workers comp.-concerns fraud
S1950 Cunningham,S/Turner, S Superior Court judgeships-two addtl.
S1980 Sca (1R) Smith,B/Vas,J+2 Commerce Comm.-abolish
S2044 Sca (1R) Turner,S/Burzichelli,J St. govt. emp., cert.-addl. retir. benf.
S2052 Sca (1R) Smith,B/Vas,J+2 Commerce Comm.-abolish
S2056 Sca (1R) Sweeney,S/Burzichelli,J Fort Monmouth closure-concerns
SCR39 Lance,L/Lesniak,R+25 Debt Limitation Clause-voter approval

Bills Transferred:
A110 Vainieri Huttle,V/Johnson,G+1 St. Auth. Reform Act FROM ARP TO ACO
A118 Vainieri Huttle,V/Cruz-Perez,N+1 Physicians continuing ed.-concerns FROM ARP TO ACO
A324 Quigley,J/Holzapfel,J Security off., cert.-req. lic. FROM ARP TO ACO
A373 Diegnan,P Real estate promotions-concerns FROM ARP TO ACO
A587 Voss,J Dentistry St. Bd.-incr. memb. FROM ARP TO ACO
A645 Lampitt,P Building materials-concerns delivery FROM ARP TO ACO
A694 Spencer,J Distressed Cemetery Maintenance Fund FROM ARP TO ACO
A736 Greenwald,L/Vas,J+1 Landscape Architect Exam. Comm.-abolishes FROM ARP TO ACO
A919 ScaScsF/Greenstein,L+1 Internet pharmacies/prescriptions-reg. FROM ARP TO ACO
A928 ScaScsF/Egan,J Electrical contractor-concerns FROM ARP TO ACO
A1032 Wisniewski,J/Prieto,V Electrical contractor lic. req.-concerns FROM ARP TO ACO
A1188 Chiappone,A Port. Auth. of NY & NJ bd mtg-pub notice FROM ARP TO ACO
A1296 Stender,L/Cohen,N Entertainment fac., St.-owned-policies FROM ARP TO ACO
A1334 Prieto,V/Holzapfel,J+1 Cemetery Act-revises various provisions FROM ARP TO ACO
A1343 Prieto,V/Blond,P Cemetery Act-revises various provisions FROM ARP TO ACO
A1344 Prieto,V/Cohen,N Mold inspectors, remediators-regis. FROM ARP TO ACO
A1355 Prieto,V/Moriarthy,P Constr. industry-regulates FROM ARP TO ACO
A1432 Fisher,D Sales representatives-concerns FROM ARP TO ACO
A1485 Burzichelli,J Chiropractors lic.-concerns FROM ARP TO ACO
A1624 McKeon,J Uniform Athlete Agents Act FROM ARP TO ACO
A1777 Handlin,A Lic., cert.-concerns fee incr. FROM ARP TO ACO
A1819 Cohen,N Distressed Cemetery Maintenance Act FROM ARP TO ACO
A1824 Cohen,N Land surveyors-concerns lic. qualif. FROM ARP TO ACO
A1895 Cohen,N Bail agents-proh. charging unauth. fees FROM ARP TO ACO
A2029 Watson Coleman,B/Cohen,N Chiropractic practice-concerns FROM ARP TO ACO
A2059 McKeon,J Land surveying-concerns practice FROM ARP TO ACO
A2113 Gusciora,R Lic. prof. counselors-concerns FROM ARP TO ACO
Bills Transferred: (cont’d)

A2197    Cohen,N    Contractors’ Regis. Act-concerns   FROM ARP TO ACO
A2201    Kersey,M    Pub. Adjusters’ Lic. Act-concerns   FROM ARP TO ACO
A2266    Cohen,N    Auto body repair fac.-liab. insur.   FROM ARP TO ACO
A2269    Cohen,N    Muhammad Ali/Rocky Marciano Boxing Act   FROM ARP TO ACO
A2497    Cohen,N    Athlete agents-prov. for regis. and reg. FROM ARP TO ACO
A2532    Gusciora,R    Home improvement contractors-concerns   FROM ARP TO ACO
A2574    Chivukula,U/Oliver,S+1    Chiropractic practice-concerns   FROM ARP TO ACO
A2687    Wagner,C/Schaer,G    Cemetery company-concerns cert. fees FROM ARP TO ACO
A2706    Conners,J    Scrap metal bus.-impose new req. FROM ARP TO ACO
A2738    Rumpf,B/Van Pelt,D    Scrap metal dealers-concerns FROM ARP TO ACO
A2741    Rible,D    Scrap metal recyclers-reg. FROM ARP TO ACO
A2858    Cryan,J    Civil actions-concerns limitations FROM ARP TO ACO
A2930    Smith,L/Ramos,R+10    Priv. process servers-concerns FROM ARP TO ACO
A2971    Schaer,G/Greenwald,L    Arbitrators-finan. disclosure statements FROM ARP TO ACO
A3011    Prieto,V/Rodriguez,C    Dentists, cert-prov continuing ed credit FROM ARP TO ACO
A3016    Johnson,G    Cemetery co.-concerns finan. report FROM ARP TO ACO
A3017    Johnson,G    Cemetery co.-concerns FROM ARP TO ACO
S227 Sca (1R)    Lesniak,R+2    Chiropractic practice-concerns FROM ARP TO ACO

Bills Withdrawn From The Files:

A2688    Johnson,G    Perchloroethylene, dry cleaning-concerns FROM AEN
A2751    Fisher,D    Gift card balances-concerns FROM ACO

Co-Sponsors Added:

A198    (McHose,A; Chiusano,G; Greenstein,L)    Loc. govt. off-req finan disclosure stmt
A457    (Cryan,J)    Fatal accidents-breath, blood test req.
A635    (Greenstein,L)    Tickets, cert.-finan. pub. higher ed fac
A664    (Chiappono,A; Ramos,R; Wagner,C)    St. Song: “I’m from NJ”
A770    (Stender,L; Bramrick,J; Conaway,H; Wisniewski,J; Greenstein,L; Chiusano,G; McHose,A)    PFRS-concerns accidental death benf.
A789    AcaScaAa (3R)    (Conaway,H; Wisniewski,J; Greenstein,L; Wagner,C; Milam,M; Albano,N)    Prof lic-delays expiration date, mil svc
A844    AcaSa (2R)    (DeAngelo,W)    Energy, renewable-concern cert. contract
A1255    Aca (1R)    (Wisniewski,J; Greenstein,L)    Text messaging, unsolicited ads-proh.
A1549    (Giblin,T)    Child pornography law-revises
A1625    (Stender,L; Conaway,H; Wisniewski,J)    Auto. rain sensor devices-concerns
A1908    Sca (1R)    (Diegnan,P)    Autism, devel disab awareness prog-estab
A2204    AcsSa (ACS/1R)    (Rible,D; Conaway,H; Wisniewski,J; Milam,M; Albano,N)    Overseas absentee ballots-concerns
A2441    (Greenstein,L)    Firemen’s relief assn., loc.-concerns
A2507    AcsAcaAa (ACS/2R)    (DeAngelo,W)    BUFA-auth. cert. use of cert. revenue
A2601    Acs (ACS)    (Wisniewski,J)    Pub. Access and Marina Safety Act
A2606    AcaAa (2R)    (Lampitt,P)    Hosp. trustees-req. training
A2624    Aca (1R)    (Greenstein,L; Lampitt,P; Fisher,D)    FamilyCare-expands
A2731    AcaAa (2R)    (Lampitt,P)    Traffic decisions-concerns co., mun auth
A2780    AcaAa (2R)    (Diegnan,P; Conaway,H)    Resid. mortgages, cert.-concerns
A2803    Aca (ACS)    (Wisniewski,J; Rudder,S; Addiego,D; Lampitt,P)    Personnel Dept.-abolish
A2804    (Cryan,J)    Intensive Supervision Prog.-concerns
A2808    Aca (1R)    (Lampitt,P)    Comm. Care Complaints
A2809    Aca (1R)    (Lampitt,P)    Health Care Stabilization Fd. Act
A2810    Aca (1R)    (Lampitt,P)    Long Term Obligation Cap Expenditure Fd.
A2873    Acs (ACS)    (Burzichelli,J; Cryan,J)    Sch. fac. proj.-concerns St. support
A2911    (DeAngelo,W; Schaer,G)    Coll. Student, Parent Consumer Info. Act
A2933    (Lampitt,P)    Dietitian/Nutritionist Lic. Act
A2936    Acs (ACS)    (Wisniewski,J; Lampitt,P; Conaway,H)    Business Tax Act
A2940    (Lampitt,P)    Phthalates-proh sale, childrens products
A2956    Aca (1R)    (Greenstein,L)    Judges of workers comp.-concerns power
A2967    Aca (1R)    (Greenstein,L)    Workers comp insur.-concerns
A2968    Aca (1R)    (Greenstein,L)    Workers comp.-concerns med. care
A2969    Aca (1R)    (Greenstein,L)    Workers comp.-concerns fraud
A3059    (Greenstein,L)    Workers comp.-concerns proof of coverage
ACR98    (Moriarty,P)    Disab. vet.-receive civil svc preference
ACR151    Acs (ACS)    (Bramnick,J; Wisniewski,J; Greenstein,L; Lampitt,P; Moriarty,P)    St. independent auth. bonds-concerns
AR135    (McHose,A; Greenstein,L; Conaway,H; Lampitt,P; Conaway,H)    NJ Natl. Guard-supports
Co-Sponsors Withdrawn:
A1908 Sca (1R) (Moriarty,P) Autism, devel disab awareness prog-estab

Prime Sponsors Added:
ACR151 Acs (ACS) (Watson Coleman,B) St. independent auth. bonds-concerns

Second Prime Sponsors Added:
A2603 (Cryan,J) Gift card balances-concerns
A2737 (Lampitt,P) Hands-free wireless phone-proh. cert use
A2804 (Watson Coleman,B) Intensive Supervision Prog.-concerns
A2811 (Chivukula,U) NJ-NY Clean Ocean/Shore Trust Act-repeal

Third Prime Sponsors Added:
A639 (Love,S) Athletic heart prot-req, baseball events
A1625 (Jasey,M) Auto. rain sensor devices-concerns
A1908 Sca (1R) (Moriarty,P) Autism, devel disab awareness prog-estab
A2805 (Conaway,H) Superior Court judgeships-two addl.
A3068 (Angelini,M) Special learner's, exam permits-concerns
A3069 (Angelini,M) Special learner's permits-concerns

Third Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:
ACR151 Acs (ACS) (Pou,N) St. independent auth. bonds-concerns

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:
A789 AcaScsa (3R) (Stender,L) Prof lic-delays expiration date, mil svc
A2624 Aca (1R) (Burzichelli,J) FamilyCare-expands
A3067 (Doherty,M) Graduated Driv. Lic. Law-enhance penal.
A3068 (Doherty,M) Special learner's, exam permits-concerns
A3070 (Doherty,M) Driv. permits and lic.-concerns

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:
A2624 Aca (1R) (Moriarty,P) FamilyCare-expands
A2911 (Moriarty,P) Coll. Student, Parent Consumer Info. Act
A3070 (Angelini,M) Driv. permits and lic.-concerns

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:
ACR151 Acs (ACS) (Stender,L) St. independent auth. bonds-concerns

Seventh Prime Sponsors Added:
A2873 Acs (ACS) (Johnson,G) Sch. fac. proj.-concerns St. support

Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
S88 (Rumpf,B) Age-restricted community-concerns
S98 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Adolescent Pregnancy Advis Council-appoints
S103 (Johnson,G) Loc. govt. off-req finan disclosure stmt
S613 Aca (1R) (McKeon,J) Flavored cigarettes-proh. sale
S632 Sca (1R) (Milam,M) Police Unity Tour Mem. Hwy.-desig. Rt. 9
S754 Aa (1R) (Conaway,H) Revised Uniform Anatomical Gift Act
S983 (Johnson,G) Firemen's relief asssn., loc.-concerns
S1165 Sca (SCS) (Greenstein,L) Annuity products, cert.-concerns
S1307 ScaAcaAca (3R) (Scalera,F) Mun.-revert to a calendar fiscal yr.
S1430 (Vandervek,C) Court of Palisades Interst. Park
S1463 Sca (1R) (Burzichelli,J) Casinos & racetracks-continued operation
S1493 Sca (1R) (Johnson,G) US Park Police-concerns powers
S1553 Sca (SCS) (Wolfe,D) Pub Access, Marina Safety Task Force Act
Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted: (cont’d)
S1557 ScaScaSca (3R) (Cohen,N) FamilyCare-expands
S1795 ScaAa (2R) (Wagner,C) Hosp. trustees-req. training
S1913 ScaAa (2R) (Cohen,N) Judges of workers comp.-concerns power
S1914 ScaAa (2R) (Egan,J) Workers comp. insur.-concerns
S1915 ScaAa (3R) (Greenwald,L) Workers comp.-concerns proof of coverage
S1916 Sca (1R) (Egan,J) Workers comp.-concerns med. care
S1917 ScaAa (3R) (Cohen,N) Comp. Rating, Inspection Bureau-memb.
S1918 ScaAa (3R) (Egan,J) Workers comp.-concerns fraud
S1950 (Watson Coleman,B) Superior Court judgeships-two addtl.
S1980 ScaAa (2R) (Vas,J) Commerce Comm.-abolish
S2044 Sca (1R) (Burzichelli,J) St. govt. emp., cert.-addl. retir. benf.
S2052 Sca (1R) (Wisniewski,J) Long Term Obligation Cap Expenditure Fd.
S2056 Sca (1R) (Burzichelli,J) Fort Monmouth closure-concerns
SCR39 (Watson Coleman,B) Debt Limitation Clause-voter approval

Second Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
S88 (Van Pelt,D) Age-restricted community-concerns
S103 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Loc. govt. off-req finan disclosure stmt
S613 ScaAa (3R) (Vainieri Huttle,V) Flavored cigarettes-proh. sale
S632 Sca (1R) (Albano,N) Police Unity Tour Mem. Hwy.-desig. Rt. 9
S983 (Scalera,F) Firemen's relief assn., loc.-concerns
S1165 ScaAa (3R) (Cohen,N) Annuity products, cert.-concerns
S1307 ScaAa (3R) (Wisniewski,J) Mun.-revert to a calendar fiscal yr.
S1430 (Johnson,G) Court of Palisades Interst. Park
S1463 Sca (1R) (Dancer,R) Casinos & racetracks-continued operation
S1493 Sca (1R) (Brannick,J) US Park Police-concerns powers
S1553 ScaAa (3R) (Holzapfel,J) Pub Access, Marina Safety Task Force Act
S1557 ScaScaSca (3R) (Greenwald,L) FamilyCare-expands
S1795 ScaAa (2R) (Conaway,H) Hosp. trustees-req. training
S1913 ScaAa (2R) (Egan,J) Judges of workers comp.-concerns power
S1914 ScaAa (2R) (Cohen,N) Workers comp. insur.-concerns
S1915 ScaAa (2R) (Egan,J) Workers comp.-concerns proof of coverage
S1916 Sca (1R) (Cohen,N) Workers comp.-concerns med. care
S1917 ScaAa (3R) (Egan,J) Comp. Rating, Inspection Bureau-memb.
S1918 ScaSca (3R) (Cohen,N) Workers comp.-concerns fraud
S1950 (Pou,N) Superior Court judgeships-two addtl.
S2052 Sca (1R) (Greenwald,L) Long Term Obligation Cap Expenditure Fd.
S2056 Sca (1R) (Johnson,G) Fort Monmouth closure-concerns
SCR39 (Albano,N) Debt Limitation Clause-voter approval

Third Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
S613 Aca (1R) (Love,S) Flavored cigarettes-proh. sale
S1165 Sca (3R) (Chiappone,A) Annuity products, cert.-concerns
S1307 ScaAca (3R) (Vainieri Huttle,V) Mun.-revert to a calendar fiscal yr.
S1463 Sca (1R) (Bramnick,J) US Park Police-concerns powers
S1553 ScaAa (3R) (Holzapfel,J) Pub Access, Marina Safety Task Force Act
S1557 ScaScaSca (3R) (Ramos,R) FamilyCare-expands
S1795 ScaAa (2R) (Greenstein,L) Hosp. trustees-req. training
S1913 ScaAa (2R) (Giblin,T) Judges of workers comp.-concerns power
S1914 ScaAa (2R) (Giblin,T) Workers comp. insur.-concerns
S1915 Sca (3R) (Giblin,T) Workers comp.-concerns proof of coverage
S1916 Sca (1R) (Giblin,T) Workers comp.-concerns med. care
S1917 Sca (3R) (Giblin,T) Comp. Rating, Inspection Bureau-memb.
S1918 ScaSca (3R) (Giblin,T) Workers comp.-concerns fraud
S1950 (Conaway,H) Superior Court judgeships-two addtl.
SCR39 (Milam,M) Debt Limitation Clause-voter approval

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
S1165 ScaAa (3R) (Love,S) Annuity products, cert.-concerns
S1307 ScaAcaAca (3R) (Vainieri Huttle,V) Mun.-revert to a calendar fiscal yr.
S1553 ScaAa (3R) (Polistina,V) Pub Access, Marina Safety Task Force Act
S1557 ScaScaSca (3R) (Burzichelli,J) FamilyCare-expands
S1795 ScaAa (2R) (Chiappone,A) Hosp. trustees-req. training
S1914 ScaAa (2R) (Barnes,P) Workers comp insur.-concerns
Fourth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted: (cont’d)

S1916 Sca (1R) (Barnes, P) Workers comp.-concerns med. care
S1917 Scs (SCS) (Evans, E) Comp. Rating, Inspection Bureau-memb.
S1918 ScsScs (SCS/1R) (Barnes, P) Workers comp.-concerns fraud
SCR39 (Doherty, M) Debt Limitation Clause-voter approval

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S1165 Scs (SCS) (McKeon, J) Annuity products, cert.-concerns
S1553 Scs (SCS) (Albano, N) Pub Access, Marina Safety Task Force Act
S1557 ScaScsScs (3R) (Moriarty, P) FamilyCare-expands
S1795 ScsAa (2R) (Ramos, R) Hosp. trustees-req. training
S1917 Scs (SCS) (Barnes, P) Comp. Rating, Inspection Bureau-memb.
SCR39 (Dancer, R) Debt Limitation Clause-voter approval

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S1165 Scs (SCS) (Cruz-Perez, N) Annuity products, cert.-concerns
S1553 Sca (1R) (Milam, M) Pub Access, Marina Safety Task Force Act
SCR39 (Stender, L) Debt Limitation Clause-voter approval

Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S98 (Oliver, S) Adolescent Pregnancy Advis Council-appts
S103 (McHose, A; Chiussano, G; Greenstein, L) Loc. govt. off-req finan disclosure stmt
S983 (Chiussano, G; McHose, A; Greenstein, L) Firemen's relief assn., loc.-concerns
S1165 Scs (SCS) (Vas, J; Giblin, T; Diegnan, P; Conners, J; Prieto, V; Voss, J; Schaefer, G; Johnson, G; Vainieri Huttle, V; Thompson, S;
Wolfe, D; Wagner, C; Oliver, S; Conaway, H; Green, J; Caputo, R; Burzichelli, J; Cryan, J; Fisher, D; Angelini, M; Wisniewski, J; Spencer, L;
DeAngelo, W; Quigley, J; Lampitt, P; Moriarty, P; Love, S; Coutinho, A) Annuity products, cert.-concerns
S1463 Sca (1R) (Polistina, V; Amodeo, J; O'Scanlon, D) Casinos & racetracks-continued operation
S1493 Sca (1R) (Albano, N; Milam, M) US Park Police-concerns powers
S1553 Scs (SCS) (Van Pelt, D; Rible, D; Casagrande, C; Rumpf, B; O'Scanlon, D; Angelini, M; Wisniewski, J) Pub Access, Marina Safety Task Force Act
S1557 ScaScsScs (3R) (Greenstein, L; Lampitt, P; Fisher, D) FamilyCare-expands
S1913 ScsAa (2R) (Evans, E; Greenstein, L) Judges of workers comp.-concerns power
S1914 ScsAa (2R) (Ramos, R; Evans, E; Greenstein, L) Workers comp insur.-concerns
S1915 Scs (SCS) (Greenstein, L) Workers comp.-concerns proof of coverage
S1916 Sca (1R) (Greenstein, L) Workers comp.-concerns med. care
S1917 Scs (SCS) (Greenstein, L) Comp. Rating, Inspection Bureau-memb.
S1918 ScsScs (SCS/1R) (Evans, E; Greenstein, L) Workers comp.-concerns fraud
S1980 Sca (1R) (Lampitt, P) Commerce Comm.-abolish
S2052 Sca (1R) (Lampitt, P) Long Term Obligation Cap Expenditure Fd.
SCR39 (Munoz, E; Bramnick, J; Wisniewski, J; Greenstein, L; Lampitt, P; Moriarty, P) Debt Limitation Clause-voter approval

Note to the 5/19/2008 Digest:

Third Prime Sponsor Added:

A2873 Acs (ACS) (Pou, N) Sch. fac. proj.-concerns St. support

Notes to the 6/19/2008 Digest:

Fourth Prime Sponsor Added:

A2873 Acs (ACS) (Evans, E) Sch. fac. proj.-concerns St. support *NOT* Third Prime Added

Fifth Prime Sponsor Added:

A2873 Acs (ACS) (Jasey, M) Sch. fac. proj.-concerns St. support *NOT* Fourth Prime Added

Sixth Prime Sponsor Added:

A2873 Acs (ACS) (Tucker, C) Sch. fac. proj.-concerns St. support *NOT* Fifth Prime Added
The Assembly adjourned at 12:05 A.M. on June 24, 2008 to meet again at a date and time to be announced.

**Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:**

A45 Sca (1R) Cryan,J/Rumana,S+2 Sch. laws-concerns disputes
A500 AcaAcaAcs (ACS) Roberts,J/Watson Coleman,B+5 Affordable housing-revises laws
A786 Aca (1R) Conners,J/Conaway,H+1 Cigarettes, cert.-concerns
A789 AcaScaAa (3R) Conners,J/Cruz-Perez,N+11 Prof lic-delays expiration date, mil svc
A839 Chivukula,U/Munoz,E+11 Wheelchair securement-concerns use
A844 AcaScaAa (2R) Chivukula,U/Rooney,J+5 Energy, renewable-concern cert. contract
A1671 AcaScaAa (3R) McHose,A/Greenwald,L+6 Classroom placement-concerns
A1908 Sca (1R) Scalera,F/Roberts,J+13 Autism, devel disab awareness prog-estab
A2011 Acs (ACS) Burzichelli,J+1 Atlantic City Convention Ctr. proj.
A2146 AcaSca (2R) Watson Coleman,B+1 Landscape architects-revise reg.
A2147 Aca (1R) Burzichelli,J/Bramnick,J+1 Ticket sales-concerns
A2204 AcaSca (ACS/1R) Quigley,J/Conners,J+15 Overseas absentee ballots-concerns
A2254 Giblin,T/Evans,E Robert A. Roe Hwy.-repeal desig.
A2440 Pou,N/Evans,E+2 Alco. bev. lic.-concerns
A2544 Scalera,F/Schaer,G+1 Aquarium proj.-concerns
A2607 Aa (1R) Green,J/Conaway,H+1 Hosp.-conduct annual pub. mtg.
A2777 Aca (1R) Fisher,D/Wisniewski,J+21 Env Infrastructure Trust-make proj loans
A2778 Aca (1R) Pou,N/Burzichelli,J+22 Env.infrastucture proj.-appropriated fds.
A2779 McKeon,J/Vainieri Huttle,V+3 Env. infrastructure proj.-makes changes
A2780 AcaAa (2R) Cohen,N/Schaer,G+4 Resid. mortgages, cert.-concerns
A2800 Greenwald,L/Pou,N+1 St. budget FY2008/2009-appropriated fds.
A2803 Acs (ACS) Schaer,G+7 Personnel Dept.-abolish
A2804 Pou,N/Watson Coleman,B+4 Intensive Supervision Prog.-concerns
A2806 Aca (1R) Fisher,D/Wisniewski,J+2 St. parks and forests-concerns
A2807 Quigley,J+1 Transitional energy fac.-concerns
A2809 AcaSca (1R) Greenwald,L+6 Health Care Stabilization Fd. Act
A2811 Johnson,G/Chivukula,U+1 NJ-NY Clean Ocean/Shore Trust Act-repeal
A2867 AcaAca (2R) Greenwald,L/Malone,J+63 Permit Extension Act of 2008
A2869 Greenwald,L/Chiappone,A+4 Ellis Island Advisory Comm.-estab.
A2873 Acs (ACS) Coutinho,A/Spencer,L+9 Sch. fac. proj.-concerns St. support
A2906 AcaAa (AS) Chivukula,U+2 Cable tv co.-concerns cert. transactions
A2965 Aca (1R) Moriarty,P/Wolfe,D+1 Sch. dist accountability statute-concern
S88 Connors,C/Rumpf,B Age-restricted community-concerns
S98 Weinberg,L/Vitale,J+6 Adolescent Pregnancy Advis Council-appts
S103 Weinberg,L/Sutari,N+6 Loc. govt. off.-req finan disclosure stmt
S521 Sca (1R) Sacco,N/Madden,F MV sales, off-site-concerns
S613 Aca (1R) Vitale,J/Buono,B+1 Flavored cigarettes-proh. sale
S632 Sca (1R) Van Drew,J/Adams,F+1 Police Unity Tour Mem. Hwy.-desig. Rt. 9
S754 Aaa (1R) Codey,R/Conaway,H+1 Revised Uniform Anatomical Gift Act
S983 Girgenti,J/Buono,A+3 Firemen's relief assn., loc.-concerns
S1165 Sca (SCS) Adler,J/Singer,R+38 Annuity products, cert.-concerns
S1307 AcaAcaAa (3R) Sarlo,P/Vitale,J Mun.-revert to a calendar fiscal yr.
S1339 Sca (SCS) Whelan,J/Burzichelli,J+1 Mun. assets, valuable-concerns sales
S1430 Cardinale,G/Weinberg,L Court of Palisades Interst. Park
S1463 Sca (1R) Whelan,J/Girgenti,J+5 Casinos & racetracks-continued operation
S1493 Sca (1R) Lancer,L/Bucco,A+2 US Park Police-concerns powers
S1553 Sca (SCS) Ciesla,A/Van Drew,J+15 Pub Access, Marina Safety Task Force Act
S1557 ScaScaSca (3R) Vitale,J/Singer,R+10 FamilyCare-expands
S1795 ScaAa (2R) Whelan,J/Rice,R+4 Hosp. trustees-req. training
S1913 Sca (2R) Sarlo,P/Madden,F+2 Judges of workers comp.-concerns power
S1914 Sca (2R) Sarlo,P/Cunningham,S+3 Workers comp insur.-concerns
S1915 Sca (SCS) Sarlo,P/Cunningham,S+2 Workers comp.-concerns proof of coverage
S1916 Sca (1R) Sarlo,P/Pennacchio,J+2 Workers comp.-concerns med. care
S1927 Sca (SCS) Sarlo,P/Keane,S+1 Comp. Rating, Inspection Bureau-memb.
S1918 ScaSca (SCS/1R) Sarlo,P/Madden,F+3 Workers comp.-concerns fraud
S1950 Cunningham,S/Turner,S Superior Court judgeships-two addl.
S1980 Aca (1R) Smith,B/Vas,J+2 Commerce Comm.-abolish
S2044 Sca (1R) Turner,S/Burzichelli,J St. govt. emp., cert.-adjd. retir. benf.
S2052 Sca (1R) Lesniak,R/Wisniewski,J+1 Long Term Obligation Cap Expenditure Fd.
S2056 Sca (1R) Sweeney,S/Burzichelli,J Fort Monmouth closure-concerns

**Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (6/19/2008):**

None